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ABSTRACT
We analyse the transmission spectra of KELT-20b/MASCARA-2b to search for pos-
sible thermal inversion agents. The data consist of three transits obtained using
HARPSN and one using CARMENES. We removed stellar and telluric lines before
cross-correlating the residuals with spectroscopic templates produced using a 1D plane-
parallel model assuming an isothermal atmosphere and chemical equilibrium at solar
metallicity. Using a likelihood-mapping method, we detect Fe i at > 13-σ, Ca ii H&K
at > 6-σ and confirm the previous detections of Fe ii, Ca ii IRT and Na i D. The de-
tected signal of Fe i is shifted by -3.4±0.4 km s−1 from the planetary rest frame, which
indicates a strong day-night wind. Our likelihood-mapping technique also reveals that
the absorption features of the detected species extend to different altitudes in the
planet’s atmosphere. Assuming that the line lists are accurate, we do not detect other
potential thermal inversion agents (NaH, MgH, AlO, SH, CaO, VO, FeH and TiO)
suggesting that non-chemical equilibrium mechanisms (e.g. a cold-trap) might have
removed Ti- and V-bearing species from the upper atmosphere. Our results, therefore,
shows that KELT-20b/MASCARA-2b cannot possess an inversion layer caused by a
TiO/VO-related mechanism. The presence of an inversion layer would therefore likely
be caused by metal atoms such as Fe i and Fe ii. Finally, we report a double-peak
structure in the Fe i signal in all of our data-sets that could be a signature of atmo-
spheric dynamics. However, further investigation is needed to robustly determine the
origin of the signal.
Key words: methods: data analysis – techniques: spectroscopic – stars: individual
(KELT-20/MASCARA-2), planetary systems – planets and satellites: atmospheres,
gaseous planets
1 INTRODUCTION
To date, we have detected more than 4000 planets orbiting
stars other than the Sun. Despite this ever-growing sam-
ple of planets ripe for study, many important mysteries
remain regarding their most fundamental properties. One
such mystery is the physics and chemistry driving the pres-
ence of thermal inversion layers in ultra-hot Jupiters (>2000
K). Inversion layers were predicted by Hubeny et al. (2003)
and Fortney et al. (2008) for highly-irradiated atmospheres,
? E-mail: s.nugroho@qub.ac.uk
caused by the strongly-absorbing molecular features of TiO
and VO, as seen in M-dwarfs. These species are expected
to be present in the hottest exoplanet atmospheres, absorb-
ing incoming stellar irradiation at optical wavelengths and
depositing a significant amount of energy in the upper at-
mosphere. Spiegel et al. (2009) showed that a hot Jupiter
with solar C/O requires TiO of at least solar abundance to
create an observable temperature inversion.
While there have been several claims of the detection
of thermal inversions (e.g. Machalek et al. 2008; Knutson
et al. 2008; Todorov et al. 2010; O’Donovan et al. 2010), and
tentative evidence of TiO in the atmosphere of hot Jupiters
c© 2020 The Authors
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(e.g. De´sert et al. 2008; Evans et al. 2016), it was not until
the detection of an emission feature of H2O on the day-side
of WASP-121b by Evans et al. (2017) using WFC3/HST that
the existence of a stratospheric inversion layer was directly
confirmed. Meanwhile, the first detection of TiO was claimed
on the atmospheric limb of WASP-19b by Sedaghati et al.
(2017) using low-resolution spectroscopy with VLT/FORS2.
In contrast with Sedaghati et al. (2017), however, Espinoza
et al. (2019) reported that five out of six optical transmission
spectra of WASP-19b (taken using IMACS/Magellan) were
featureless and hence consistent with high altitude clouds.
A significant slope as a function of wavelength and a tenta-
tive detection of TiO absorption features were found in only
one of the spectra, which interestingly also had the clear-
est signature of stellar contamination. One of the possible
explanations for this results is there were stellar contamina-
tion effects they did not consider when modelling the stellar
component in the analysis which potentially could mimic the
TiO feature in the extracted transmission spectrum of the
planet.
Unlike low-resolution spectroscopy, high-resolution
spectroscopy (R > 25,000) is able to resolve molecular
bands into individual absorption/emission lines. The vari-
ation of Doppler shifts caused by planetary orbital motion
enables absorption/emission lines in the exoplanet spectrum
to be distinguished from telluric and/or stellar lines and en-
sures unambiguous detection of specific atomic or molecular
species. This has become one of the most robust approaches
in the attempt to characterize the atmospheres of exoplanets
(e.g. Redfield et al. 2008; Snellen et al. 2008, 2010; Jensen
et al. 2011; Brogi et al. 2012, 2013; Birkby et al. 2013; Snellen
et al. 2014; Brogi et al. 2014; Lockwood et al. 2014; Schwarz
et al. 2015; Hoeijmakers et al. 2015; Wyttenbach et al. 2015;
Birkby et al. 2017; Hawker et al. 2018; Brogi et al. 2018; Pino
et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2018; Sa´nchez-Lo´pez et al. 2019;
Alonso-Floriano et al. 2019; Brogi & Line 2019; Hoeijmak-
ers et al. 2019; Gibson et al. 2020; Merritt et al. 2020). Us-
ing this technique, Nugroho et al. (2017) directly detected a
high-resolution emission signature of TiO on the day-side of
WASP-33b using the Subaru telescope, providing simultane-
ous evidence of the existence of both this molecule and a hot
stratosphere in the atmosphere of the planet. While there
are a number of ultra-hot Jupiters which has the evidence
of possessing a thermal inversion layer in their atmosphere,
e.g. WASP-103b (Kreidberg et al. 2018), WASP-18b (Shep-
pard et al. 2017; Arcangeli et al. 2018), HAT-P-7b (Wong
et al. 2016; Mansfield et al. 2018), WASP-33b (Haynes et al.
2015; Nugroho et al. 2017), WASP-121b (Evans et al. 2017),
TiO has only been detected in WASP-33b and, possibly,
WASP-19b (Sedaghati et al. 2017).
It is still possible for a hot Jupiter to exhibit a strato-
spheric thermal inversion without TiO/VO if H− present in
the atmosphere and the infrared opacity is low enough/lack
of infrared coolant, for example through the thermal/photo-
dissociation of H2O, or if it has high C/O so that all of
the main coolant (CH4, H2O, and HCN) are depleted (Mol-
lie`re et al. 2015; Parmentier et al. 2018; Lothringer et al.
2018; Arcangeli et al. 2018). Another scenario is if there are
other strong visible opacity sources present besides TiO/VO.
Gandhi et al. (2019) suggested that molecular species such as
AlO, CaO, NaH and MgH could provide an optical opacity
comparable to TiO/VO, thus also enabling the existence of
thermal inversions. The existence of thermal inversion in an
ultra-hot Jupiter, however, is also influenced by the spectral
type of the host star. Lothringer et al. (2018) and Lothringer
& Barman (2019) showed that the thermal inversion layer
could also be observed even in a planet with equilibrium
temperature (Teq) of 2250 K if it is orbiting an early-type
host star. Even without TiO and VO, metal atoms like Fe i,
Fe ii, C i and Ti ii are large contributors to the absorption of
significant UV and optical wavelength stellar flux, and are
also able to create an observable inversion layer (see Fig-
ure 5 in Lothringer & Barman 2019). Most of the metals
that could potentially create inversion layers were recently
observed for the first time in KELT-9b (Teq= 4050 K) using
high-resolution spectroscopy (Hoeijmakers et al. 2018).
For a cooler planet, Casasayas-Barris et al. (2018) and
Casasayas-Barris et al. (2019) detected Fe ii, the Ca ii IR
Triplet (hereafter Ca ii IRT), the Na i doublet (hereafter Na i
D) and the Balmer series of H i in the transmission spectrum
of KELT-20b/MASCARA-2b (hereafter KELT-20b). There
have been no constraints on its temperature structure and no
detection of Fe i or any molecular thermal inversion agents.
However, as it orbits a bright, early-type star (A2V, V=
7.6) and Teq of 2260 K, it is a prime target to search for
potential thermal inversion agents that have been suggested
in the literature. Therefore, we re-analysed the transmission
spectrum of KELT-20b to search for additional species using
the cross-correlation technique.
In this paper, we present the detection of Fe i and Ca ii
H&K in the transmission spectrum of KELT-20b, as well as
independently confirming the previously reported presence
of Fe ii, Na i D and Ca ii IRT. In Section 2, we describe the
observations and data reduction. We then detail our analysis
to search for planetary atmosphere signals in Section 3. In
Section 4 we outline and discuss our findings and, finally, we
summarise the conclusions of our study in Section 5.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The transits of KELT-20b were observed on the night of
16 August 2017 (hereafter N1, PID: CAT17A 38, PI: Re-
bolo), 13 July 2018 and 20 July 2018 (hereafter N2 and N3,
PID: CAT18A 34, PI: Casasayas-Barris) using the HARPS-
North spectrograph (R∼115,000, ) on the 3.58 m Telescopio
Nazionale Galileo (TNG) at the Observatorio del Roque de
Los Muchachos, La Palma and on the night of 23 August
2017 using the CARMENES spectrograph (R∼94,600 for
the VIS channel, Quirrenbach et al. (2016)) at the Calar
Alto Observatory (PID: DDT175, PI: Czesla). As has been
described in Casasayas-Barris et al. (2018, 2019), the spec-
tra were taken before, during and after the transit, resulting
in 90 and 116 spectra obtained for the N1 and N2 data-sets
(texp= 200 s), respectively; 78 spectra for the N3 data-set
(texp= 300 s); and 74 spectra for the CARMENES data-set
(texp= 192 s). Due to a low signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), we
discarded 8 spectra from the N2 data-set (frame numbers of
29-31, 39-43).
We obtained the extracted two-dimensional spectra for
the HARPSN data (the e2ds data) from the Italian centre
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2020)
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Table 1. Physical and system parameters of KELT-
20/MASCARA-2 and KELT-20b. Almost all of the parameters
in the table are adopted from Talens et al. (2018), values with
(a) are taken from Lund et al. (2017), while values from this
work are marked with (b) for the result using HARPSN N1 and
(c) for the result using CARMENES data.
Parameter Value
KELT-20
M? (M⊙) 1.89+0.07−0.05
R? (R⊙) 1.60±0.06
Spectral type A2V
Teff (K) 8720
+250
−260
a
log g 4.31±0.02
[Fe/H] -0.29+0.22−0.36
a
Age (Myr) 200+100−50
vrot sin i? (km s−1) 114.0 ±3
vsys (km s−1) -21.30 ± 0.30
-23.30 ± 0.40 a
-22.06 ± 0.35 b
-22.02 ± 0.47 c
KELT-20b
T0 (BJDTBD) 2457909.5906
+0.0003
−0.0002
P (days) 3.474119 +0.000005−0.000006
T14 (hours) 3.57552
+0.02184
−0.02112
MP (MJ) < 3.382 (3σ)
RP/R? 0.117±0.009
a/R? 7.66±1.09
i (◦) 86.4+0.5−0.4
for Astronomical Archive (IA2)1 which were reduced using
the HARPS-North Data Reduction Software (DRS), version
3.7. The HARPSN spectrograph covers a wavelength range
from ∼3800 to 6900 A˚ divided into 69 echelle orders (with
mean velocity dispersion of ∼0.8 km s−1 pixel−1). The wave-
length solution for each order and exposure is calculated us-
ing a third-degree polynomial following the DRS User Man-
ual2 resulting in air wavelength at the observer rest frame.
As explained in Casasayas-Barris et al. (2019), there was a
problem with the Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector (ADC)
during the observation of N2 and N3 which manifest as con-
tinuum profile variations in some of the spectra. This effect
was effectively removed after we corrected the blaze func-
tion variation in the data-set. For the CARMENES data,
the one-dimensional reduced spectra were obtained from the
Calar Alto Archive3. The spectra were reduced using the
CARMENES pipeline v2.01,CARACAL (CARMENES Re-
duction And Calibration; Caballero et al. 2016), covering
the optical range from 5171 to 9634 A˚, which is divided into
60 echelle orders (with a mean velocity sampling of ≈1.2 km
s−1 pixel−1). However, due to low S/N and high telluric con-
tamination, only the first 50 bluest orders were used. The
remaining orders cover the wavelength from ≈5163 to 8934
A˚. The wavelength value per pixel for each order is given in
vacuum at the observer rest frame and was converted into
1 http://archives.ia2.inaf.it/tng/faces/search.xhtml?
dswid=-3493
2 http://www.tng.iac.es/instruments/harps/data/HARPS-N_
DRSUserManual_1.1.pdf
3 http://caha.sdc.cab.inta-csic.es/calto/
the air wavelength using the formula from Morton (2000).
Hereafter, we start labelling the order from 1 from the blue.
2.1 Data preparation
The data from HARPSN and CARMENES were treated
similarly. First, pixels with NaN values were masked from
the data, then the spectra of each order were stacked into a
two-dimensional matrix with the column as the wavelength
bin and the row as the frame number. To normalise the data,
the spectrum with the highest S/N from both data-sets was
chosen as a reference. The continuum of the reference spec-
tra was fit using the continuum task in IRAF4 and then
divided out from all the spectra.
To make sure that all of the spectra share a similar
blaze function, we performed the following procedure. We
calculated the ratio between the spectrum of each exposure
and the reference spectrum: if the blaze function was sta-
ble during the observation, the continuum profile of the ra-
tio should be flat. Since the blaze function variation only
affects the continuum profile of the spectrum, we removed
any outliers from the ratio caused by the variation of telluric
and/or stellar lines (e.g. airmass, water vapour column, un-
stable wavelength solution) by performing 3-σ clipping rela-
tive to the pseudo-continuum approximated using a smooth-
ing function5 with a flat window function spanning 51 pixels.
We then fit the residuals using a Chebyshev polynomial6 and
divided this fit from the corresponding spectrum, resulting
in a spectrum with a similar blaze function to the reference
spectrum.
The low S/N regions (e.g. at the edge of the spectral
order) and pixels that have values of less than 20 per cent of
the continuum level (e.g. due to strong telluric absorption)
are masked from the data. Then we performed 5-σ clipping
in each wavelength bin and masked any outliers, e.g. due to
cosmic rays. In total, we masked 0.71 per cent, 4.98 per cent,
1.07 per cent and 3.93 per cent of the total number of pixels
from the data of N1, N2, N3 and CARMENES respectively.
Before removing the telluric and stellar lines, we
checked the stability of the wavelength calibration by cross-
correlating the orders that contain telluric lines (orders 54,
55, 61, 64, and 69 for the HARPSN data, and orders 22,
25, 30-36, 39, 42-46 and 51 for the CARMENES data) with
the Doppler-shifted telluric spectrum model produced by the
Cerro Paranal Sky Model (Noll et al. 2012; Jones et al.
2013). The correlation was done assuming lags of 0.001-pixel
steps over a range spanning -1 to 1 pixel. The line depth
difference of the telluric lines in the spectrum model and
the observed data does not affect the result since the pur-
pose of this cross-correlation is to measure possible wave-
length shifts. We calculated the cross-correlation order-by-
order and measured the shift of the spectrum during the
observation relative to the spectrum of the first exposure.
4 The Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) is dis-
tributed by the US National Optical Astronomy Observatories,
operated by the Association of Universities for Research in As-
tronomy, Inc., under a cooperative agreement with the National
Science Foundation.
5 Using PyAstronomy.pyasl.smooth https://github.com/
sczesla/PyAstronomy
6 Using numpy.polynomial.Chebyshev.fit
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Figure 1. The relative wavelength shifts during the observations for HARPSN data (a, b and c) and CARMENES data (d). The black
dashed lines mark the beginning of the ingress and the ending of the egress, while the red dashed lines mark the zero value for each data-
set. The maximum relative wavelength shifts are less than 0.1 pixels and 0.01 pixels for HARPSN and CARMENES data, respectively.
These results demonstrate that both spectrographs were relatively stable during the observations.
Then, to estimate the final relative shift of one exposure, we
calculated the mean of the relative shift of all selected orders
within one exposure and took the standard deviation as the
error. The result is shown in Figure 1. For the HARPSN
data, the wavelength calibration is stable within ± 0.04 pix-
els and there is no apparent long term trend in the shifts ex-
cept for the N2 data-set. For CARMENES, the wavelength
calibration is more precise than HARPSN (probably due to
the fact it covers more telluric lines than HARPSN), al-
though a long term trend in the shift similar to that found
for the N2 data-set was observed. The maximum relative
wavelength shifts during the observations are 0.1 pixels and
0.01 pixels, which is insignificant compared to the precision
that we require, and therefore we did not perform any fur-
ther wavelength alignment.
2.2 Removal of the Doppler shadow
Following Yan et al. (2017); Casasayas-Barris et al. (2017,
2018); Cauley et al. (2019); Yan et al. (2019); Turner et al.
(2020), we modelled and removed the Doppler shadow from
the data. The stellar and planetary parameters used in the
model are in Table 1. Using Spectroscopy Made Easy
(SME, Piskunov & Valenti 2017), we generated stellar spec-
tra at 21 different limb angles (µ = cos θ) with the line data
obtained from VALD37 (Ryabchikova et al. 2015) using the
7 http://vald.astro.uu.se http://vald.astro.uu.se
atmospheric model of ATLAS9 (Heiter et al. 2002). The stel-
lar disk was modelled using a regular grid with a radius of
510 pixels assuming a solid body rotation while ignoring
the effect of differential rotation and gravity darkening. For
each pixel, we linearly interpolated the µ-dependent stel-
lar spectrum to the correct µ, taking the Doppler shift due
to stellar rotation into account. The Doppler shadow was
then modelled by masking the pixel occulted by the plan-
etary disk during the transit, after which the stellar spec-
trum was integrated over the entire disk and subsequently
convolved to the instrument resolution. This model corrects
both the Rossiter-McLaughlin (R-M) and the Center-to-
Limb-Variation (CLV) effects. We note that the planetary
disk ignores the wavelength-dependent effect of the plan-
etary radius caused by its atmosphere. As mentioned in
Turner et al. (2020), the R-M effect is underestimated at
the wavelength where the absorption from the planetary at-
mosphere is strong. To ensure that the model only include
the R-M and CLV effects, for each observation we divided
the model by the out-of-transit spectrum after continuum
normalisation, and this was subsequently divided out of the
data.
2.3 Removal of stellar and telluric lines
The telluric and the stellar lines should be removed from
the data before searching for any planetary signal using
the cross-correlation method. We removed these lines us-
ing SysRem (Tamuz et al. 2005). SysRem is a de-trending
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2020)
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algorithm developed to remove linear systematic effects or
common-mode signals from a large photometric survey data-
set. In the high-resolution spectroscopy analysis, SysRem
treats the wavelength bins as a large set of light-curves. The
strength of telluric lines changes during the observations
(e.g. due to changes in airmass, weather, or water vapour
column level) while the position of the line centre is static
(or quasi-static in case of the stellar lines). This variation is
recognised by SysRem as a common-mode signal that can
be fit and removed effectively by taking into account the un-
certainty of each data point. In the first order, SysRem will
not remove the planetary signal since the position of plane-
tary absorption lines changes during the observation due to
its orbital motion. During the in-transit phase, the expected
radial velocity (RV) of KELT-20b changes from −33 km s−1
to +33 km s−1, which corresponds to 82 pixels and 55 pixels
shift from ingress to egress for HARPSN and CARMENES
respectively. This, therefore, does not significantly affect the
common-mode signals recognised by SysRem. We refer the
readers to previous studies for the technical details of the
application of SysRem in removing high-resolution telluric
and stellar lines (e.g. Birkby et al. 2017; Nugroho et al. 2017;
Cabot et al. 2019).
To take into account the possibility that each order
has different systematics, and to increase computational effi-
ciency, we performed SysRem order-by-order independently
after removing the Doppler shadow. The error per pixel is
estimated by taking the outer product of the standard devi-
ation of each wavelength bin and each exposure before the
normalisation. For each order, we run SysRem for 10 iter-
ations. Figure 2 shows each step of the stellar and telluric
line removal for CARMENES data order 32.
SysRem iteratively removes the most dominant linear
magnitude variations as a function of time. However, as the
number of iterations increases, it will also remove the plan-
etary signal. Generally, iterations can be stopped when the
S/N of the detection is at a maximum before it begins to
decrease as the algorithm starts to remove the planetary
signal. As there could be different systematics between or-
ders, the optimum number of iterations might differ. The
optimisation could be performed by injecting weak artificial
planetary signals at the expected velocity and choosing the
number of iterations that give the highest S/N for each or-
der (e.g. Brogi et al. 2013; Birkby et al. 2013, 2017; Nugroho
et al. 2017; Sa´nchez-Lo´pez et al. 2019). However, this could
potentially bias the optimisation to recover the injected sig-
nal only at a specific velocity and/or for a specific model, as
Cabot et al. (2019) have shown. To avoid this, we chose to
use the same number of SysRem iterations for all orders that
maximises the S/N of the detected signal (e.g. De Kok et al.
2013; Birkby et al. 2017; Turner et al. 2020). This method
would not result in the true optimised number of SysRem
iterations and might introduce additional noise from the or-
der that has not been ‘completely cleaned’ by SysRem as
has been pointed out by Alonso-Floriano et al. 2019), but
it would not affect the result significantly if the S/N of the
detection is strong, to begin with. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 5(a), the absorption features of Fe i are found across a
wide wavelength range for both HARPSN and CARMENES
data-sets; therefore, in principle, the ‘optimum’ number of
SysRem iterations is when the S/N of Fe i is at maximum, as
the S/N of the detection is defined by the ratio between the
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Figure 2. Example of telluric and stellar line removal using Sys-
Rem for CARMENES data order 32. (a.) The stacked spectra
after extraction from the .fits file. (b.) After correcting the blaze
function and normalising to the continuum. (c.) The residual
spectra after running SysRem one iteration. (d.) The standard
deviation of each wavelength bin in the residual spectra.
signal of the planet and the noise. We found that the S/N of
Fe i is maximised after one SysRem iteration for HARPSN
N1 and HARPSN N2 data-sets, two iterations for HARPSN
N3 data-sets and nine iterations for CARMENES data-sets
(see Figure 3). The difference in the number of iterations
between data-sets was expected because the telluric contam-
ination across the wavelength range of the HARPSN data-
sets is minimal, while the CARMENES data-sets cover a
much redder wavelength range and hence contain many more
telluric features, especially water lines. From this point, we
used this number of iterations to search for all considered
atomic/molecular elements in each data-set.
3 SEARCHING FOR ATMOSPHERIC
SIGNALS
There are several possible methods which can be used to
search for planetary atomic or molecular signatures in high-
resolution spectroscopic data after removal of telluric and
stellar lines. One could stack the in-transit spectra at the
planetary rest frame and search for absorption features at
specific wavelengths (e.g. Redfield et al. 2008; Snellen et al.
2008; Wood et al. 2011; Zhou & Bayliss 2012; Wyttenbach
et al. 2015, 2017; Yan & Henning 2018; Casasayas-Barris
et al. 2018; Cauley et al. 2019; Casasayas-Barris et al. 2019;
Yan et al. 2019; Turner et al. 2020). This method works well
mostly for strong absorption lines (e.g. Na i D, K i, Ca ii
H&K, Ca ii IRT). However, for weaker absorption features
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2020)
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Figure 3. The S/Nmap of the Fe i signal in HARPSN (a, b and
c) and CARMENES data-sets (d) as a function of SysRem iter-
ations for various temperatures of the atmospheric model. Here
zero iterations corresponds to signal retrieval performed after the
normalisation of each wavelength bin by its mean value before
applying SysRem.
with many lines in noisy data, cross-correlation analysis is
superior, as it effectively sums over many lines weighted by
their line strengths that are shifted at a certain velocity as
a function of time, thus providing a robust detection.
3.1 Modeling the transmission spectrum
In this paper, the focus of our analysis is finding the signa-
ture of thermal inversion agents in the transmission spec-
trum of KELT-20b and confirming the previous detections
in Casasayas-Barris et al. (2019). First, we calculated the
cross-section of the atomic species (Fe i, Fe ii, Ca ii, Na i,
Ti i, Ti ii, V i, V ii) using PYthon for Computational AT-
mospheric Spectroscopy (line-by-line), Py4CAtS (Schreier
et al. 2019). The line-by-line database was taken from Ku-
rucz (2018) and extracted into Py4CAtS-supported format.
Partition functions of each species were taken from Barklem
& Collet (2016) which were then spline-interpolated to esti-
mate the partition function value at a certain temperature.
We considered the absorption line as a Voigt profile with
natural broadening, which is provided in Kurucz (2018) for
each species, and we consider thermal broadening only. Since
we are probing the atmosphere of the planet at relatively low
pressures, the effect of pressure broadening will be less sig-
nificant than other broadening mechanisms. The strength of
each line is calculated using Equation 1 in Sharp & Burrows
(2007). Instead of defining the spectral resolution at an ab-
solute value, it can be defined as the number of grid-points
per mean value of Half Width of Half Maximum (HWHM)
of the absorption lines in the considered wavelength range.
We set the absolute line wing cut off to 100 cm−1 following
Sharp & Burrows (2007) and the resolution to 5 grid points.
For molecular species, we extracted the line-by-line
database from ExoMol, and consider only the main iso-
tope species (except for TiO), in particular 27Al16O (Pa-
trascu et al. 2015), 40Ca16O (Yurchenko et al. 2016), 56Fe1H
(Wende et al. 2010), 24Mg1H (GharibNezhad et al. 2013),
23Na1H (Rivlin et al. 2015), 32S1H (Gorman et al. 2019),
52V16O (McKemmish et al. 2016). For TiO, we used the line
list from Plez (1998) (hereafter Plez ’98), the updated ver-
sion using lab measurements (Plez 2012, here after Plez ’12)
and from ExoMol (hereafter TiO-ToTo, McKemmish et al.
2019) for the five most stable isotopes (46Ti16O, 47Ti16O,
48Ti16O, 49Ti16O, 50Ti16O). The line list from Plez was con-
verted into HELIOS-K binary format using a custom-built
Python script (Grimm, priv. communication) and the par-
tition function from TiO-ToTo. For 24Mg1H, we used the
partition function provided in Barklem & Collet (2016). We
calculated the cross-section using HELIOS-K (Grimm &
Heng 2015) at a resolution of 0.01 cm−1 with a full Voigt
profile (technically the line-wing cut off was set to 1030 times
the Lorentz line widths). Similar to the calculation of atomic
cross-sections using Py4CAtS, we considered natural and
thermal broadening only. All of the cross-sections were cal-
culated at temperatures of 2000 K, 2500 K and 3000 K. The
Teq of the planet assuming zero Bond albedo and instanta-
neous re-radiation is about 2900 K.
The atmosphere of KELT-20b was modelled using the
physical parameters of the planet in Table 1 (for the plan-
etary mass we adopted the upper limit) assuming a 1D
plane-parallel atmosphere divided into a hundred evenly-
spaced layers in log-pressure from 10 bar to 10−15 bar. We
used FastChem8 (Stock et al. 2018) to calculate the abun-
dance of each species (volume mixing ratio, VMR) at each
layer assuming chemical equilibrium, solar metallicity and
an isothermal temperature profile. For FeH, since it is not
covered by FastChem, we assumed a constant abundance
of 10−8 at all altitudes for all temperatures. The resulting
abundances of the considered species can be seen in Figure 4.
We included Rayleigh scattering by H2 and bound-free con-
tinuum absorption of H− calculated using the formula from
John (1988). Following Brown (2001), we assumed the stel-
lar light propagates in parallel through the so-called transit
chord lines, the transmission spectrum of the planet is
Tr(λ) = 1−
(
Rp(λ)
Rs
)2
, (1)
where Rs is the radius of the star, and Rp(λ) is the radius
of the planet as a function of wavelength. The radius of the
planet as a function of wavelength can be calculated by
R2p(λ) = R
2
p0 + 2
∫ Rp0+Ha
Rp0
(1− e−τchord(λ,r)) rdr, (2)
where Rp0 is the white light planet radius (taken from Ta-
ble 1), Ha is the assumed maximum height of the planet
atmosphere, and τchord(λ, r) is the integrated optical depth
of the transit chord at radius r and wavelength λ (e.g.
Brown 2001). The resulting transmission spectrum was then
convolved with a Gaussian kernel to the spectral resolu-
tion of HARPSN and CARMENES and normalised to its
continuum, which is determined by the combination of the
Rayleigh scattering and bound-free H− continuum. The re-
sult of the normalisation is the negative of the transmis-
sion spectrum (∆F ): see Figures 5(a) and 5(b). The spectral
transmission models used in this analysis may be provided
upon request.
8 with an update to include all additional elements similar to
Hoeijmakers et al. (2019), Kitzmann priv. communication
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Figure 4. The abundances of atomic/ionic (a) and molecular (b) species at T of 2000 K, 2500 K and 3000 K calculated using FastChem,
with the exception of FeH which was fixed at 10−8 at all altitudes for all temperatures.
3.2 Systemic velocity of KELT-20/MASCARA-2
There are two constraints on the systemic velocity in the
literature, which are inconsistent with each other (see Table
1). The difference of ≈2 km s−1 will not affect the robust-
ness of the detection: however, it still might affect the in-
terpretation of the detected signal, e.g. in detecting a global
blue-shift caused by day-night winds. Thus, we measured
the systemic velocity of KELT-20 by cross-correlating N1
and CARMENES data with the stellar spectrum model. The
cross-correlation function (CCF) is defined as
CCF =
∑ fimi
σ2i
, (3)
where fi is the data, mi is the Doppler-shifted spectrum
model, and σi is the error per pixel i.
Figure 6 shows the RV of the star in the heliocentric rest
frame. The systemic velocity and the error-bars are calcu-
lated by taking the mean value and the standard deviation of
the out-of-transit RV, respectively. The measurements from
both data-sets agreed with each other: however, these values
differ by at least 1-σ from the available values in the liter-
ature. Note that we do not correct the measured RV with
the reflex motion from the host star due to the planet since
the value is insignificant during the observation (≈0.07 km
s−1). It is reasonable, however, to use these measured values
for further analysis since they are measured from the same
data-sets: they can, therefore, act as a reference systemic
velocity to constrain any velocity deviation.
3.3 Cross-correlation with the transmission
spectrum model
After the telluric and stellar lines were removed, the resid-
uals were then cross-correlated with the Doppler-shifted
transmission spectrum model order-by-order from −984 km
s−1 to +840 km s−1 in 1 km s−1 steps. During the removal of
the telluric and stellar lines, any broad features in the plane-
tary spectrum will be removed as well: therefore, we applied
a high-pass filter to the transmission model to remove any
broad features, especially for the Na i, Ca ii, VO and TiO
spectrum models.
The CCF of each exposure was then stacked into a ma-
trix with the velocity lag as the column and frame number
as the row. We then summed the CCF of the “good-orders”
to calculate the total CCF. The spectral order is included
into the “good-order” list if the strongest line strength in
the transmission spectrum model within the specific order
is larger than 0.1 per cent of the strongest line strength in
the transmission spectrum model within the whole wave-
length range of each data-sets. We also excluded the orders
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2020)
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Figure 5. The normalised transmission spectrum model for atomic (a) and molecular (b) species in the wavelength range of HARPSN
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that were most heavily contaminated with telluric lines in
both HARPSN (order 69, oxygen lines) and CARMENES
data (order 39, oxygen lines). For Na i, we only considered
the order that contains the Na i doublet (Na i D) at around
5900 A˚, while for Ca II, we only considered the order that
contains Ca ii H&K for HARPSN data-sets and Ca ii IRT for
CARMENES data-sets. For TiO, the“good-orders”were also
determined by the accuracy of the line-list. For the trans-
mission spectrum model using Plez ’98, we only consider
wavelengths longer than 6300 A˚ (Nugroho et al. 2017), and
for Plez ’12 and TiO-ToTo, we refer to Figure 15 in McK-
emmish et al. (2019).
To search for the planet signal and possible spurious
signals, we integrated the in-transit CCF at the rest frame
of the planet assuming orbital velocities (Kp) of −300 km
s−1 to +300 km s−1 and delta velocities (∆V ) of −500 km
s−1 to +500 km s−1 in 0.5 km s−1 steps. For the integra-
tion, the CCF was weighted by the transit light-curve model
of KELT-20b calculated using BAsic Transit Model cAlcu-
latioN (BATMAN, Kreidberg 2015) assuming linear limb
darkening. The limb darkening coefficient was taken from
the V band R-M linear limb darkening coefficient in Lund
et al. (2017). Assuming a circular orbit, the planetary radial
velocity at a given time (RVp (t)) is defined as
RVp(t) = Kp sin(2piφ(t)) + vsys + vbary + ∆V (4)
where φ(t) is the orbital phase of the planet at t time calcu-
lated using the parameter in Table 1, vsys is the systemic ve-
locity taken from the measured value in Section 3.2 for each
data-set, and vbary is the barycentric correction taken from
the header of the data, and ∆V is the velocity shift (e.g. due
to day-night wind). The result is the integrated CCF at var-
ious combination of Kp and ∆V values (Kp−∆V map). The
Kp −∆V map of all HARPSN data-sets was then summed
up to obtain the total Kp − ∆V map. The S/N map was
calculated by taking the standard deviation of the Kp−∆V
map – avoiding the planetary signal by masking the CCF
value within Kp of 0-300 km s
−1 and ∆V of ±50 km s−1 –
and divided out from the map. Note that if the Kp − ∆V
map covers too narrow a velocity range, then the S/N of
the possible detected signal using this method might not
represent the true S/N.
We also generated a likelihood map for each of the de-
tected species by using the new likelihood-based approach
outlined by Gibson et al. (2020, see also Brogi & Line 2019
for a related approach). The log-likelihood (lnL) is defined
as:
lnL = −Neff
2
ln
[
1
Neff
(∑ f2i
σ2i
+ α2
∑ m2i
σ2i
− 2α
∑ fimi
σ2i
)]
,
(5)
where Neff is the number of pixels used weighted by the
transit light curve model, and α is a set of scale factors.
Note that the last term in equation 5 is the (scaled) CCF,
which can also be represented by the Kp − ∆V map. The
result is a 3-dimensional data cube with Kp, ∆V and α as
the axes. The likelihood was then obtained by subtracting
the maximum value from the data-cube (effectively normal-
ising the likelihood) before computing the exponential. To
constrain Kp, ∆V , and α, we took a slice through the max-
imum value of the data cube and fit the conditioned likeli-
hood with a Gaussian function. The error was estimated by
the standard deviation of the best-fit Gaussian function for
each value. The parameter of α tells us how well the aver-
age line-contrast of the spectrum model matches the average
line-contrast of the observed planetary spectrum. An α of 1
means the average line contrast of the observed planetary
spectrum is perfectly represented by the spectrum model,
while an α of zero means that spectrum model is perfectly
matched with a zero value: or, in other words, no detection.
Therefore the significance of the detection can be calculated
by dividing the median value of the conditioned likelihood
of α by its standard deviation.
4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Detection of neutral iron and other atomic
species
We detected Fe i and Ca ii H&K in the transmission spec-
trum of KELT-20b in the combined HARPSN data-sets and
Fe i in the CARMENES data-sets. We also confirmed the
previous detection of Fe ii, Ca ii IRT, Na i D. Figure 7 shows
the CCF maps of the detected species in the HARPSN and
CARMENES data-sets. Most of the Doppler shadow can be
removed from the data; however, some residuals remained,
especially in the CCF map of Fe ii at T = 3000 K of the
HARPSN-N2 data-sets which can be seen in Figure 7(b).
These residuals might have affected the estimation of the
S/N of the detected signals. However, as the bright CCF
trail during the in-transit phase (−0.02 to +0.02) of each
detected species can be seen visually in the total CCF map
(see Figure 7), the robustness of the detection is not af-
fected. The S/N map and the likelihood analysis for all of
the detected species are shown in Figure 8, 9, 10, and 11,
while the conditioned distributions of each parameter are
summarised in Table 2 and 3 for the combined HARPSN
and CARMENES data respectively.
As can be seen in Figure 8, the signal for the detected
species manifest as a single peak except for the signal of
Fe i, which has a double-peak structure, especially for the
combined HARPSN dataset. The primary feature of Fe i
(the peak that has the highest S/N, which is marked by
the white dashed line) has a Kp value consistent or close to
the expected value in all data-sets. The secondary feature is
weaker and more blue-shifted at around Kp of 125 km s
−1
and ∆V of -8 km s−1. However, in the CARMENES data-
sets, the Fe i signal is blurrier which might have caused the
Kp slightly different than the expected value. In this section,
we focus our analysis by considering the primary Fe i signal
only to provide a consistent interpretation of the state of the
planetary atmosphere. The possible scenario of the double-
peak structure will be discussed in detail in Section 4.3.
From Table 2 and 3, the S/Nmap and significance of
the detected signal are mostly consistent with each other,
although S/Nmap might be over-estimated when there are
strong residuals in the CCF map. This is especially the
case for the species which have a broad absorption feature
like Na i D, Ca ii IRT, and Ca ii H&K which makes the R-
M+CLV modelling difficult. The Kp of most of the detected
species is consistent with the expected value within 1 or
2-σ which is due to a relatively small change of the plane-
tary radial velocity during the transit. The signal of Fe i is
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2020)
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Figure 7. The Doppler-shadow-removed cross-correlation map of the detected atomic species (Fe ii, Fe ii, Ca ii H&K, Ca ii IRT, and Na i
D) using the residuals after one SysRem iteration for N1 (a), N2 (b), N3 (c) and CARMENES (d). The planetary signal can be seen as
a bright streak from an orbital phase of -0.02 to 0.02 and from an RV of ≈-50 km s−1 to 0 km s−1. Each column in each panel represents
the cross-correlation result using a transmission spectrum model with different temperature. The dark green band in (b) around orbital
phase of -0.03, -0.02 and 0.03 represents either a gap in the observation or masked frames due to low S/N.
blue-shifted by > 3 km s−1 at > 5.35-σ. Assuming that the
planet is tidally-locked, the (equatorial) rotational velocity is
≈ −2.6 km s−1, while the equatorial day-night wind velocity
for a tidally locked hot Jupiter can be up to ≈5 km s−1 (e.g.
Kataria et al. 2016), combining both effects would explain
the blue-shifted signal of Fe i in our result. In contrast with
the result from Casasayas-Barris et al. (2019), we did not de-
tect a significant shift from the planetary rest-frame within
1-σ in the signal of all of the other detected species, which
is due to the different systemic velocity that we adopt. We
should note that if we use a similar systemic velocity value
to Casasayas-Barris et al. (2019), our results are consistent
with theirs. We note that in Figure 5(a) there are no signifi-
cant absorption lines for Fe ii at temperatures of 2000 K and
2500 K that can be used for the cross-correlation, resulting
in the detection of Fe ii at 3000 K only. It might be that
we are probing a hotter atmospheric layer than we have as-
sumed. For KELT-9b, Hoeijmakers et al. (2019) argued that
the thermal reaction only is enough to ionise almost all of
the Fe i for pressures lower than 3.5 mbar, but this might
not be the case for KELT-20b as its Teq is much lower. As
can be seen in Figure 4(a), for T = 3000 K the VMR of
Fe ii begins to saturate at pressures of 10−3 mbar while for
cooler atmospheres saturation happens at much lower pres-
sures. Another possibility is that this might also because
we ignored the effect of photo-ionisation. If photo-ionisation
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2020)
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Figure 8. The orbital velocity (Kp)-velocity offset(∆V ) map of Fe i for the combined HARPSN-N (left column) and CARMENES (right
column) data-sets. Each row shows the result of a specific atmospheric temperature. Each panel consists of an S/N map (left subpanel),
a likelihood map (middle subpanel), and the conditioned distributions (right subpanel). The dotted line shows the highest peak in the
map. The colour bars in the S/N map and likelihood map represents the S/Nmap and the scaled likelihood respectively. The conditioned
distributions subpanel consists of three distributions: the scale factor (upper), the Kp (lower left), and the ∆V (lower right). The blue
dot is the data, while the orange line is the best-fit Gaussian function.
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Figure 9. Similar to Figure 8 but for Fe ii.
was considered, it could ionise Fe i and increase the VMR
of Fe ii at higher pressure,allowing it to be visible in the
transmission spectrum of the planet even at T < 3000 K, if
it was considered. However, we do not attempt to constrain
the VMR of the detected species as it is also degenerate with
the assumed temperature and the continuum level set by the
Rayleigh scattering and H−.
One advantage of using the new likelihood mapping de-
veloped by Gibson et al. (2020) is that we do not need in-
jection tests to constrain the α value. The deviation from
our chemical equilibrium assumption is also reflected in the
α value of each detected species. As summarised in Table 2
and 3, Fe i has an α value of 1.03 at T = 2500 K, while
at T = 3000 K the α value has decreased to 0.82. This
means that our Fe i model at T = 2500 K has an average
line-contrast similar to the observed signal. Meanwhile, the
other species need an α value > 3, especially for Fe ii which
has an α value > 175. The α value of Fe ii from the com-
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Figure 10. Similar to Figure 8 but for Na i D.
Table 2. Summary of the conditioned distribution of parameters of the detected species in the combined HARPSN data-set
Species Kp ∆V α S/Nmap Significance
(km s−1) (km s−1) (×) (σ)
Fe i (2000 K) 194.9±6.9 -3.4±0.4 1.28±0.10 13.45 13.05
Fe i (2500 K) 198.2±5.9 -3.5±0.3 1.03±0.07 14.22 14.05
Fe i (3000 K) 200.1±5.2 -3.6±0.3 0.82±0.06 14.43 14.30
Fe ii (3000 K) 165.0±3.5 -1.4±0.2 175.42±12.00 13.47 14.61
Na i D (2000 K) 182.0±12.4 -1.4±0.8 5.77±0.80 8.64 7.25
Na i D (2500 K) 180.9±11.9 -1.4±0.8 4.80±0.63 8.84 7.61
Na i D (3000 K) 180.0±11.8 -1.4±0.7 3.79±0.49 8.92 7.72
Ca ii H&K (2000 K) 145.8±18.9 1.9±1.4 6.04±0.96 7.00 6.32
Ca ii H&K (2500 K) 139.7±16.5 2.2±1.3 8.35±1.34 7.47 6.24
Ca ii H&K (3000 K) 138.5±15.3 2.2±1.2 7.35±1.12 7.53 6.57
bined HARPSN data-sets might be closer to the real value
than the CARMENES data-sets, which cover far fewer Fe ii
lines, resulting in a significance of 3.60 σ only. To make the
constrained α value easier to interpret, we plotted our trans-
mission spectrum model multiplied by its α value. The result
is shown in Figure 12. It is clear that the absorption feature
of Fe ii, Na i D, Ca ii H&K and Ca ii IRT extend to a rel-
atively higher altitude than Fe i. This might also indicate
that the atmospheric layers above the Fe i altitude have ei-
ther higher VMR for the detected species other than Fe i or
a higher temperature, which might hint at the existence of
an inversion layer.
4.2 Non-detection of other thermal inversion
agents
We were unable to find any significant signal from any of
the possible molecular thermal inversion agents (NaH, MgH,
AlO, SH, CaO, VO, FeH and TiO) or Ti i, Ti ii, V i, and V ii
at the expected planetary position (see Figures 14(a) and
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2020)
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Figure 11. Similar to Figure 8 but for Ca ii H&K from the combined HARPSN data-sets (left column), and Ca ii IRT from the
CARMENES data-sets (right column).
Table 3. Summary of the conditioned distribution of parameters of the detected species in the CARMENES data-set
Species Kp ∆V α S/Nmap Significance
(km s−1) (km s−1) (×) (σ)
Fe i (2000 K) 227.1±7.5 -3.3±0.6 1.39±0.23 7.07 6.04
Fe i (2500 K) 224.9±7.3 -3.3±0.6 1.25±0.19 7.42 6.42
Fe i (3000 K) 263.1±8.8 -6.5±0.6 0.95±0.15 7.34 6.44
Fe ii (3000 K) 139.2±12.5 -0.4±0.6 548.06±152.20 5.20 3.60
Na i D (2000 K) 166.0±12.1 -0.7±0.8 6.23±0.96 8.98 6.51
Na i D (2500 K) 166.5±11.7 -0.7±0.7 5.15±0.76 9.04 6.80
Na i D (3000 K) 167.3±12.1 -0.6±0.7 4.04±0.59 9.03 6.83
Ca ii IRT (2000 K) 173.1±7.7 0.6±0.4 8.47±1.10 11.29 7.69
Ca ii IRT (2500 K) 174.9±8.1 0.2±0.5 5.24±0.58 13.68 9.06
Ca ii IRT (3000 K) 174.8±8.2 0.1±0.6 4.93±0.57 13.13 8.60
14(c)). To assess our detection capability, we injected artifi-
cial planetary signals of all of the non-detected species into
the data and tried to recover them. First, the spectrum is
Doppler-shifted to the expected planetary radial velocity for
each frame at Kp of 173 km s
−1 (assuming the parameters
in Table 1) and Vsys of -22.05 km s
−1 (from our measure-
ments). The spectrum was then convolved with a rotational
kernel9 to take into account the broadening due to the plane-
tary rotation by 2.6 km s−1 (assuming a tidally-locked planet
and a linear limb-darkening coefficient of 0), then convolved
with a Gaussian function to the instrumental resolution of
HARPSN and CARMENES10. The exposure time of each
9 Using pyasl.fastRotBroad
10 Using pyasl.instrBroadGaussFast
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Figure 12. The best-fit spectrum model of the detected species at three different temperature for the combined HARPSN-N (a) and
CARMENES (b) database.
frame is short enough to have a negligible smearing effect
on the data so we did not perform any further broadening
to the artificial signal. The broadened and Doppler-shifted
artificial spectrum was then injected into all data-sets after
the blaze function correction. We then performed SysRem,
cross-correlated with the Doppler-shifted spectrum model,
then shifted all of the transit light-curve-weighted CCFs to
the planetary rest frame before phase-folding them. We then
calculated the 1-σ and 3-σ detection limits using the phase-
shuffling method (e.g. Esteves et al. 2017; Deibert et al.
2019). This is done by assigning random in-transit phases
to the total CCF during the transit then integrating them
at the planetary rest-frame by adopting the Kp of the de-
tected signal. This process was repeated 10000 times, then
the noise level was estimated by taking the standard de-
viation at each ∆V value. Finally, we combined all of the
HARPSN CCF and propagated the error estimations from
the phase-shuffling.
The result can be seen in Figures 13(b) and 13(d). For
a visual purpose, the y-axis represents the S/N of the re-
covered signal (S/Nmedian) calculated by dividing the CCF
with the median of the noise of all ∆V value. The injected
signal of Ti i and V i can be recovered at all temperature
regimes that we assumed by more than 3-σ in the combined
HARPSN and CARMENES data-sets. In contrast, we were
unable to recover the injected signals of Ti ii and V ii. As
Figure 5(a) shows, at T = 2000 K the spectrum of Ti ii and
V ii (and at T = 2500 K) have no absorption lines at all, so
the non-detection of these species at these temperatures was
expected. However, at T = 3000 K, where both species have
many lines, we were still unable to detect them. To inves-
tigate if the atmosphere that we are probing for these two
species has a higher temperature than assumed, we cross-
correlated the data with Ti ii and V ii spectrum template at
T = 3500 K and 4000 K, but we could not detect any signal.
For the molecular species at low temperature (T = 2000
K), most of the injected signals can be recovered both in
HARPSN and CARMENES data-sets, except for SH and
CaO. For higher temperatures, these molecular species will
be less abundant due to thermal dissociation (see Figure
4(b)) which makes the S/Nshf of the recovered signal lower
than at T = 2000 K. This can be seen in Figures 14(b)
and 14(d). High-resolution analysis using cross-correlation is
highly dependent on the accuracy of the line list. Among the
considered molecular species the only line list that has been
proven to be accurate enough for high-resolution analysis is
the TiO line list (Hoeijmakers et al. 2015; Nugroho et al.
2017; McKemmish et al. 2019). In the combined HARPSN
data-sets, the S/Nshf of TiO recovered using TiO (Plez ’12)
and TiO-Toto line list is higher than using TiO (Plez ’98),
while in the CARMENES data-set the S/Nshf of the recov-
ered signals are comparable. This is because the TiO (Plez
’98) line-list is only accurate for wavelengths longer than
≈6300 A˚, while the other two line lists are accurate enough
for wavelengths longer than ≈4500 A˚. For the HARPSN
data-sets, we can cover many more lines using the TiO (Plez
’12) and TiO-Toto line-lists than the TiO (Plez ’98) line-
list, while for CARMENES data-sets the line-list coverage
is more comparable. Therefore, assuming that all of the line
lists that we used for these molecular species are perfectly
accurate at the wavelength range that we considered, these
results rule out the presence of NaH, MgH, AlO, FeH, VO
and TiO in the atmosphere of KELT-20b for an isothermal
atmosphere (T = 2000 K) in chemical equilibrium at solar
metallicity. If the atmospheric temperature is 2500 K, we can
rule out NaH, MgH, VO and TiO, and for T = 3000 K we can
only rule out the presence of MgH by > 5σ and TiO by > 4σ.
However, we did not further our analysis to constrain the up-
per limit of the detection because, unlike KELT-9b, the Teq
of KELT-20b is low enough to allow clouds to be formed,
therefore introducing a degeneracy between cloud altitude
and the chemical abundance of the considered species which
could not be broken with this kind of analysis alone.
4.3 Peculiar double-peak structure in Fe i signal
In this section, we showed that the double-peak feature of
Fe i could arise from the planetary atmosphere and not an
artifact, we checked this by various methods. First of all,
stellar pulsation can cause the stellar line profile to change
as a function of time and might produce a spurious sig-
nal in the Kp − ∆V map. However, there is no evidence
that KELT-20 is pulsating (Lund et al. 2017). Moreover,
de-trending algorithms like SysRem would not be able to
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2020)
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Figure 13. The non-detection results for the considered neutral and ionic species. (a) and (c) shows the Kp −∆V map for combined
HARPSN and CARMENES data-sets respectively. The white dashed line marks the location of the expected planetary signal if the
atomic species was detected. The colour bar represents the S/Nmap. (b) and (c) show the 1-D cross-section along the expected Kp
with the solid black line showing the real data and the green dashed line (HARPSN) or the red dashed line (CARMENES) showing the
recovered injected planetary signal. The dark shade represents the 1-σ detection limit, while the bright shade represents the 3-σ detection
limit. The vertical black dashed line marks ∆V= 0 km s−1.
remove the pulsation signature, since the pulsation effect
mimics the planetary signal, which also moves in wavelength
as a function of time. Therefore, if KELT-20 is pulsating, we
would have seen its signature in Figure 7, similar to β Pic-
toris (Figure 4 in Koen et al. 2003), WASP-33 (Figure 2
in Johnson et al. 2015), and KELT-13 (Figure 4 in Temple
et al. 2017). Moreover, stellar pulsation would have affected
all of the lines in the stellar spectrum, thus the possibility
that this double-peak feature is caused by the stellar pul-
sation is very low. Second, as can be seen in Image G2 in
Figure 5 of Watson et al. (2019), a ring-like feature in the
Kp − ∆V map (or equivalent with Kp − Vsys map) can be
created if there is a phase offset. However, as there is no sim-
ilar structure in the Kp−∆V map of other detected species
this is very unlikely. Third, we masked the overlapped plane-
tary signal with the Doppler shadow (orbital phase of -0.006
to 0.003) after Doppler shadow removal and recalculated
Kp − ∆V map, but the double-peak structures persisted.
We also tried to remove the Doppler shadow using a similar
method to Hoeijmakers et al. (2019), and even tried to not
to remove the Doppler shadow at all, but no difference was
observed. Therefore it is unlikely that this structure is due to
some residual from the Doppler shadow removal. Fourthly,
there might be some remaining systematic that affected the
data and produced spurious noise splitting the planetary sig-
nal, so we applied different algorithms to remove the telluric
and stellar lines (using air-mass de-trending, e.g. Brogi et al.
2018, and in-out transit spectrum division, e.g. Wyttenbach
et al. 2015) and even by only normalising each wavelength
bin by its mean value and repeating the cross-correlation
steps. However, all of these methods had minimal or no effect
on the structure of Fe i in the Kp −∆V map, thus suggest-
ing that the structure is independent of the telluric removal
algorithm that we used. Fifthly, Figure 1 shows that the
wavelength solutions were stable enough over the course of
the observations, and this is also clearly represented by the
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2020)
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Figure 14. Similar to Figure 13 but for the considered molecular species
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one peak signal of Fe ii in the Kp −∆V map, since the ab-
sorption lines of Fe ii at 3000 K exist across wide wavelength
range (<5500 A˚). To check if the structure is caused by a
spurious signal from some spectral order we masked several
orders of the data alternately and recalculated the Kp−∆V
map of Fe i. The S/N of both peaks changed but in gen-
eral, the structure did not change significantly, suggesting
that whatever the cause of these structures, it exists in all
orders. This could also be caused by the Fe i template that
we used. We check this by cross-correlating our Fe i tem-
plate with the reduced HARPSN data of KELT-9b that was
used in Hoeijmakers et al. (2018). However, we found only
a single peak in the Fe i signal. We note that the exposure
time that was used in KELT-9 data was 600 s per frame. By
taking into account the orbital velocity of KELT-9b from
Hoeijmakers et al. (2019), this is equivalent to ≈4.5-7.5 km
s−1 smearing in the planetary signal; therefore, the double-
peak feature might have been smeared out. We also checked
the accuracy of the Fe i line-list by cross-correlating it with
the stellar spectrum of HD 209458 taken using HARPS (PI:
Mayor, PID: 60.A-9036(A)). We found that the CCF has a
single peak and its width is comparable to the width of Fe i
KELT-20b’s CCF showing that the double-peak feature was
not caused by the line-list itself. Finally, we investigated the
impact of the atmospheric models used by calculating the
cross-sections of Fe i using HELIOS-K, but we found no dif-
ference.
This structure presents in all of the data-sets that were
taken at different times with two different facilities (see Fig-
ure 15) even after performing these tests, therefore it is very
unlikely that the structure was caused by any noise or resid-
ual from the data reduction that we know of, or by the use
of an incorrect template in the cross-correlation analysis.
Assuming that the signals are real and originated from the
atmosphere of the planet, we tried to replicate the structure.
In Figure 8 and 15, the detected signal of Fe i manifests in
different shapes. Most of them are asymmetrical except in
the CARMENES data which has a diamond-like shape. This
symmetrical feature in the Kp −∆V map can be explained
if there are two resolved planetary signals with similar Kp
but different ∆V . The evidence of this can be seen in Figure
7, as the width of the Fe i signal looks wider than the signal
of either Ca ii IRT or Na i D. From the Kp−∆V map of Fe i
in the CARMENES data (see Figure 8), the central-width
of the diamond-like shape signal is ≈10 km s−1. Based on
these, we simulated two Fe i signals (T = 2500 K) Doppler
shifted with Kp of 200 km s
−1, Vsys of -22 km s−1 and ∆V
of -3.5 km s−1 and -13.5 km s−1 for the primary and sec-
ondary signal respectively in the in-transit phase. Then we
added Gaussian noise, cross-correlated the signal with the
model template, and calculated the Kp −∆V map. For the
other data-sets, the Fe i signal in N1 looks wider from about
the mid-transit point to the end of the transit than before
the mid-transit (see Figure 7a). Therefore, we masked some
of the early parts of the secondary signal and repeated the
simulation.
As can be seen in the bottom left panel of Figure 16, the
Kp − ∆V map of the simulated data without masking the
secondary signal resembles the signal of Fe i in CARMENES
data-set. We found that if the secondary signal begin to ap-
pear close to the mid-transit, Kp − ∆V maps resemblance
of the Fe i structure in N1 and N2+N3. Interestingly, in con-
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Figure 15. Kp − ∆V map of Fe i for HARPSN-N1 (first row),
HARPSN-N2 (second row) and HARPSN-N3 (third row) data-
sets.
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Figure 16. The cross-correlation (first row) and the Kp − ∆V
maps (second row) of the simulated two planetary signals with
similar Kp but different ∆V without masking the signal (left col-
umn), masking the signal from the beginning of the ingress to
φ of -0.01 (middle column), and φ of -0.016 (right column). The
white dashed line indicates the expected velocity of the injected
primary signal.
trast to the primary signal that was recovered at the injected
location, the secondary signal of these model appears to be
shifted to a smaller Kp and ∆V . This result is consistent
with the secondary signal in the Kp − ∆V map of Fe i for
the combined HARPSN data-set (see Figure 8(a), 8(c) and
8(e)).
In general, the double-peak structure appears in the
Kp − ∆V map of all data-sets, which could be an indica-
tion that we are probing the Fe i signal from two different
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atmospheric limbs of the planet. The resolved-signals might
be due to different net Doppler shifts at each limb result-
ing from the combination of planetary rotation and atmo-
spheric dynamics (e.g. equatorial jets, day-night wind). The
net Doppler shift of the leading limb can be close to zero
if the rotational velocity and the day-night wind velocity
are comparable, while the trailing limb can be largely blue-
shifted and dominated by the signal from the equator due
to the combination of a strong day-night jet and the plan-
etary rotation. This has been predicted for a highly irradi-
ated and fast-rotating planet where the zonal winds peak in
the equator, which might result in a double-peak feature in
the high-resolution spectroscopy analysis (e.g. Showman &
Polvani 2011; Miller-Ricci Kempton & Rauscher 2012; Show-
man et al. 2013, 2015; Flowers et al. 2019) or even a single
blue-shifted signal as it was observed in WASP-76b when
there is not enough gas to absorb the stellar light in the
morning terminator (Ehrenreich et al. 2020). The cause of
’delay’ in the appearance of the weaker secondary signal is
unclear and it is very unlikely that an unstable observational
condition could cause this feature as it would affect all of the
planetary signals. One of the possible explanation is it might
be due to the atmospheric variability of the planet which af-
fects only Fe i. Indeed, this was hinted by the constrained
α value of each detected species (see Figure 12), indicating
that the detected Fe i feature extends to a relatively different
altitude than the rest of the detected species and potentially
highly affected by the atmospheric dynamics of the planet
which is showed by the blue-shifted signal of Fe i while it
is not the case for the other detected species. The first di-
rect observational evidence of this equatorial wind in a hot
Jupiter was seen in the high-resolution transmission spec-
troscopy analysis of HD 209458b using CRIRES, where the
signal of CO was blue-shifted by 2±1 km s−1 from the rest
frame velocity of the planet (Snellen et al. 2010). Louden
& Wheatley (2015) spatially resolved the atmosphere of HD
189733b, comparing the shape of the Na i D absorption line
during the ingress and the egress and measuring the rota-
tion of the planet and a strong eastward wind of -1.9 km s−1.
Recently, Brogi et al. (2016, 2018) detected H2O and CO in
the near-infrared transmission spectrum of this planet and
measured a similar wind velocity. In principle, the cause of
this double-peak structure can be further confirmed using a
similar technique as Louden & Wheatley (2015); however,
further analysis is beyond the scope of this paper and will
be subject to future study.
4.4 Possible interpretation of the planetary
atmospheric conditions
At the temperature equilibrium of KELT-20b, most of the
Ti-bearing species are present mostly as TiO (Lodders 2002)
while mono-atomic Fe gas is the most dominant of the Fe-
bearing species (Visscher et al. 2010). In this work, we show
that we were able to detect Fe gas but not any Ti- or V-
bearing species, especially atomic Ti, V, TiO and VO. Based
on our injection tests, if TiO and VO were thermally disso-
ciated, we should have been able to detect Ti i and V i in
our data relatively straightforwardly, as has been shown by
our injection and recovery tests.
The non-detection of Ti- and V- bearing species, there-
fore, more likely indicates the presence of a non-chemical
equilibrium process such as a vertical and/or day-night cold-
trap in the atmosphere of the planet. Vertical cold-traps ex-
ist at the specific pressure when the temperature of the at-
mosphere is lower than the condensation temperature of the
gas. When the gas gravitationally settles beyond this pres-
sure, it condenses and might be removed from the upper at-
mosphere depending on the strength of the vertical mixing.
As Parmentier et al. (2013) showed, even if the vertical cold-
trap is assumed to be inefficient, the tidally-locked rotation
makes the temperature of the night side much colder than
the day-side, creating a day-night cold-trap which should re-
move the gas phase of TiO/VO from the upper atmosphere
of the planet. Based on the statistical study of the infrared
phase curve of twelve hot Jupiters, Keating et al. (2019)
found that the mean value of the night side temperature
of hot Jupiters is around 1100 K, which is below the con-
densation temperature of TiO and VO (e.g. Lodders 2002).
Depending on the ratio between the growth timescale of the
Ti- or V-bearing condensate and the advective timescale,
the gas phase of these molecules could still exist in the up-
per atmosphere of the planet.
Our results, however, seem to indicate that it is very
unlikely that TiO/VO exists in the day-side of the planet.
Therefore, the lack of the detection of any molecular ther-
mal inversion agents might indicate that no inversion layers
in the atmosphere of KELT-20b are driven by TiO/VO (if
the line lists used in this analysis are accurate). Other mech-
anisms, e.g. absorption from metal atoms (Lothringer et al.
2018), can still provide enough opacity to create an observ-
able inversion. This could be the case as it is supported by
our detection of Fe i. Our analysis showed that the other
detected species are at a higher altitude than Fe i, and the
line-contrast is underestimated by our chemical equilibrium
model which might indicate a higher temperature in the up-
per layer or, in other words, an inversion layer. Further-
more, this possibility has been supported observationally
for WASP-121b, which shows a clear evidence of thermal
inversion layer (Evans et al. 2017) and strong absorption
from Fe i and Fe ii (Gibson et al. 2020; Sing et al. 2019), but
has no TiO/VO as shown by Merritt et al. (2020) although
again, subject to the accuracy of line lists. Further investi-
gation should be done using the secondary eclipse technique
or emission spectroscopy in the near-infrared to reveal the
temperature structure on the day-side of the planet using
either HST, JWST or ground-based facilities.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have searched for possible thermal inversion agents in
the transmission spectrum of KELT-20b/MASCARA-2b in
HARPSN and CARMENES data-sets. By combining all
of the HARPSN data-sets, we were able to detect Fe i at
> 13-σ and Ca ii H&K at > 6-σ. The signature of Fe i
was also detected in the CARMENES data-sets at > 6-
σ. Also, we confirmed the previous detection of Fe ii, Ca ii
IRT and Na i D in all data-sets that we analysed. We con-
strained the systemic velocity of KELT-20/MASCARA-2
to −22.06 ± 0.35 km s−1 and −22.02 ± 0.47 km s−1 using
HARPSN N2 and CARMENES data-sets respectively and
found a significant blue-shift in the Fe i signal only (> 3 km
s−1 at > 5.3-σ). Using a new likelihood-mapping method,
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we were able to show that the absorption features of the
detected species extend to different altitudes in the atmo-
sphere. It also shows that our chemical equilibrium model
has underestimated the line-contrast of the detected species
except for Fe i, which might indicate an inversion layer in
the upper atmosphere. We detected no significant signature
of other thermal inversion agents. Through the injection and
recovery tests, we showed that our data are sensitive to most
of the atomic/molecular species that we considered assuming
the line lists are accurate. The non-detection of Ti- and V-
bearing species suggests the presence of non-chemical equi-
librium mechanisms, e.g. cold-traps, that removes them from
the upper atmosphere. With these results, we predict that
KELT-20b/MASCARA-2b either has no observable inver-
sion layer or, if one does exist, then it might be caused by
non TiO/VO-related mechanisms, most likely by UV and
optical wavelength stellar absorption by Fe i and Fe ii.
Finally, in our analysis we detected a double-peak struc-
ture in the Kp − ∆V map of Fe i. In Section 4.3, we have
shown that this structure is unlikely to have originated from
either the noise or residuals of the data reduction processes
that we know of or the spectrum template that we use. If
it is real, this could be a signature of atmospheric dynam-
ics. However, further investigation is needed to confirm the
origin and nature of this structure.
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